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Createspace. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 276
pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.6in.A sexy aristocrat. A wild-child inner city cop. A crime wave
of passion. A steamy romance novel introducing a sassy female police officer who locks up
criminals and always gets her man. The second book in the Passion Patrol series featuring hot cops,
hot crime and hot romance. Following the success of Knockout! the drama in Shannons Law
revolves around another feisty female cop - Shannon Aguerri. Moved out from the city after one-
too-many maverick missions, Shannon discovers theres more going on in the sleepy country village
than meets the eye. The son of a local aristocrat arouses suspicion of drug crime activity. . . but his
widower father arouses more animal instincts!Could she really mix with the British royal family Can
she risk her heart and career on yet another high risk unauthorised investigation Can she get justice
for an innocent boy Dare a kid from the gutter dream of being a countessShannons Law - The
action romance novel of 2014. Wild child inner city cop Shannon Aguerri walks a dangerous line
between her methods and justice. When the bosses...
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ReviewsReviews

Completely essential read book. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this written e book. You wont sense monotony at at any moment of
your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Rosendo Doug la s DV M-- Rosendo Doug la s DV M

This publication is wonderful. It normally is not going to expense too much. Its been printed in an extremely straightforward way in fact it is merely
following i finished reading this publication where actually transformed me, modify the way i really believe.
-- Russell Ada m s DDS-- Russell Ada m s DDS
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